Palace and Manor Parks
for Families

Tukums GENERATIONS OF TRAVELLERS
TOURISM OFFER FOR THREE
Suntaži

Salaspils

Palace and manor parks hide treasures
that have been well-guarded for hundreds
of years, ready to be revealed to those who
wish to go on a journey and discover the
secrets of the parks. This offer has been
Auce
created for three generations of travellers,
Naujoji
Akmenė
making sure to include parks that offer
activities to children, opportunities to
find out facts or learn something new,
and not only visit the park, but also
explore the manor or palace. A wonderful
opportunity to spend time with your
loved ones and go on unforgettable
adventures, as well as enjoy the allure of
nature with the whole family!
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The confluence of the River Daugava and the River Pērse along with the medieval
Koknese castle ruins and the park is a true Latvian landscape treasure in Zemgale
Feel the medieval atmosphere in the Koknese castle ruins by visiting the torture
chamber and going on an educational tours
The park’s nature trails feature wonderful works of wooden art and old historical
evidence

Park

Gārsene Palace
Park

A wonderful monument of architecture and an outstanding manor complex
The nature trail features unique nature objects
Enjoy the silence and wonderful views of nature

Rokiškis
Manor Park

A regal couple of black swans
The manor is home to a nearly 80 year old regional museum that houses valuable
collections
The manor and park ensemble are among the finest examples of classicism in
Lithuania

56.099400, 25.809800
www.garsenespils.lv
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The exciting Legend trails
A walk together with the Blue Lady
A chance to taste the special witch’s delicacy

56.364667, 25.017328
www.neretasnovads.lv
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55.965382, 25.600901
www.muziejusrokiskyje.lt
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Adomynė
Manor Park

A wonderful example of restored wooden manor architecture and a well-maintained
park where cultural events are held
Improve your skills and knowledge in creative workshops
A chance to taste the special Adomynė “Pagrabines” pastries

Kurtuvėnai
Manor Park

A great place for relaxation – a well-developed network of walking and cycle paths,
silence and peace of nature
An excellent 18th century Baroque wooden barn, the largest of its kind in Lithuania,
can be visited
Horseback rides are available

Blankenfelde
Manor Park

Louis XVIII, the King of France, stayed in the manor house twice between 1804 and
1805 while in exile
A great example of modern manor management
A chance to see the unique Valdis Jākobsons’s Bell Museum

Vilce Manor
Park

Compete in a disc golf tournament
Take a walk in the manor and nature parks
Observe the beautiful hilly terrain that is atypical of Zemgale

Abgunste
Manor Park

The “Cherry garden” trail of the senses

55.748808, 25.30464
www.infokupiskis.lt
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55.826544, 23.049284
www.kurtuva.lt
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56.344951, 23.546167
www.blankenfeldesmuiza.lv
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56.420863, 23.542457
www.visit.jelgava.lv
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Visit a cultural monument of State significance – the manor house
Play an escape room game

56.478111, 23.489278
www.abgunste.lv
10 Mazmežotne

A unique sugar beet exposition in the manor premises
A great example of modern manor management and tourism
A wonderful view of Lielupe valley

Manor Park

56.431024, 24.048450
www.mazmezotne.lv

Entrance fee (park)

Parking

Free of charge (park)
Entrance fee
(manor/palace)

Toilet available
in the park
Playground/outdoor
activities area

Free of charge
(manor/palace)

Tent places

The park offers
a guide who speaks:

Picnic spot

Latvian

Catering

Lithuanian

Guest house/
hotel/apartments

English

Bicycle rental

German

Horse riding

Russian

Pets allowed
in the park

Educational
programmes available
Tastings available
Rental of premises

More information on catering, accommodation
and other services is available at the nearest
tourism information centres/points.
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